WatchMe: A Novel Input Method Combining a Smartwatch and Bimanual Interaction

Abstract
Smartwatches can facilitate several tasks that are performed on mobile devices. However, due to their limited size, touch interaction can be cumbersome. Although alternative input modalities such as speech input could be used, these can also introduce other issues regarding privacy or ease of use. Consequently, HCI researchers have been exploring novel input techniques for smartwatches. In this paper, we introduce WatchMe, a smartwatch application that uses the smartwatch camera and image processing techniques to allow for providing input on a drawing canvas composed of everyday objects and surfaces. We rely on a cloud OCR engine to retrieve text from captured images. Combining these characteristics, we illustrate some scenarios in which WatchMe could be used, such as a novel method for two-factor authentication.
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**Introduction and Motivation**

Modern smartwatch display sizes range from around 1.26” (the Pebble smartwatch) to 2.4” (the Pine smartwatch by Neptune) using different aspect ratios. Even though touch interaction is common in smartwatches, their limited display size introduces several issues that are well-documented, such as the fat finger problem [12].

To address these problems, HCI researchers have explored input techniques that make better use of the limited screen space available [2,4,13,16]. Zoomboard [1] for example, enlarges keys using a tree-like zooming technique. H4-writer [9] uses 4 buttons, each at one side of the screen and containing multiple letters, in combination with a prediction algorithm. The 1Line keyboard [8] offers multiple horizontal aligned buttons for text entry and correction. TouchSense [5] exploits the ability of the human finger to touch an object using different contact points. These techniques are all aimed at improving the use of the touchscreen as the main input channel.

In this paper, we introduce WatchMe, a smartwatch application that uses the smartwatch camera as the main input channel. Image processing techniques are used to detect input provided by users drawing on everyday surfaces and objects. We rely on a cloud OCR engine to retrieve text from the captured images. Combining these characteristics, we illustrate some scenarios in which WatchMe could be used, such as a novel method for two-factor authentication.

**WatchMe Concept**

Instead of improving touch interaction on the small display, WatchMe focuses on using the smartwatch camera to provide input. WatchMe was inspired by the collection of examples for mobile devices by Ballagas [1]. A number of smartwatches, such as the Samsung Galaxy Gear, already include a camera. WatchMe is a fully functional smartwatch app that creates a large input canvas from images captured by camera. Essentially, the smartwatch camera acts as a ‘peephole display’ [15] on this larger input canvas.

WatchMe can recognize input provided in various ways. For example, a pen can be used to draw strokes on a piece of paper, which is then processed by an OCR engine (Figure 1–a). Additionally, it is possible to track the movement of a laser pointer or of the user’s finger to create an input channel where everyday objects are augmented with tracked strokes (Figure 1–b, 1–c). The camera provides functionality to track an input device and creates a resulting picture from it, combining its preview and tracked strokes. Depending on the user’s preference, this image can then be sent to other users as an attachment, or can be transformed into text using OCR techniques. Each different input modality has its advantages and disadvantages. For example, it is easy to interact with objects at a distance with the help of the laser pointer (see also Myers et al. [10], who introduced a similar technique for handhelds). The user’s finger, on the other hand, can serve as a ubiquitous input device [4]. Nevertheless, these three basic input techniques can open up a large number of different applications. We envision that these techniques can be quite useful for quick responses to text messages, missed calls or other notifications.

![Figure 1: Different input modalities scenarios for the WatchMe smartwatch app.](image-url)
The following three scenarios illustrate the concepts of WatchMe in detail:

**Scenario 1**
Upon receiving a message, a user can choose to reply using WatchMe. She uses her pen to write a message on a piece of scratch paper, and takes a picture of the piece of paper by tapping the screen (Figure 1–a). The OCR engine then processes the picture, and eventually allows the user to confirm her input and send the message. In absence of a piece of scratch paper the user can also choose to write her text on any other surface, like a wall or table, using a tracked laser pointer or finger (Figure 1–b, 1–c).

**Scenario 2**
A message is received and the user is being asked to provide a timeslot to arrange a meeting. While checking her calendar, she notices multiple possibilities. She annotates these timeslots on her calendar using her laser pointer and replies by sending over the composite image (Figure 2). This technique can also be used to annotate documents. The user could, for instance, underline, cross out or annotate certain words on a document with her laser pointer.

**Scenario 3**
The user is being asked to login to her account using two-factor authentication. When entering her username, a numeric keypad appears on the website, possibly containing multiple markers. She points the camera of her watch at the keypad and uses her laser pointer, or finger to enter a PIN number (Figure 3). This PIN number is then tracked, processed, and sent to the server. Finally the user is able to login securely (Figure 4). Just as traditional two-factor authentication requires the user to confirm a code sent to her mobile device (which is assumed to be personal), this authentication method assumes the user’s smartwatch is a personal device which only the user should have access to.

**Implementation**
We have implemented a couple of scenarios with WatchMe, focusing on the interaction concepts a (OCR) and c (laser) shown in Figure 1. We used the Samsung Galaxy Gear smartwatch, as it provides us with a built-in 1.9 megapixel camera. Given our aim for the watch to act as an independent device and the fact that the standard Galaxy Gear software has no in-built network connection, we flashed the smartwatch to a custom Android ROM to enable this feature. We used the NULL_ROM to provide the watch with an Internet connection using Bluetooth tethering.

We rely on OpenCV¹ for image processing. Frames that are captured by the camera are converted from RGB to the YUV range. Next the laser dot is extracted using thresholds on the Y, U, and V channels. Combining a median blur and calculations of coordinates, tracking functionality is provided. To reduce false positives, a threshold is set on the radius of the tracked laser dot combined with calculations of average distances between consecutive tracking points.

WatchMe relies on Abbyy² as a cloud-based OCR engine. Images are uploaded using a HTTP POST request, and an XML file containing the result is downloaded using a HTTP GET request. This result
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¹ http://opencv.org/
² http://www.abbyy.com/
contains the recognized text, as well as the credibility of every recognized character. Multiple lines and paragraphs can also be recognized as Abby returns information about lines and fields on a page. Based on these measurements, it is possible to make WatchMe can interact with the built-in Android dictionary, which learns the user’s personal words and phrases over time.

To implement two-factor authentication, the application needs to communicate with a website. We have opted for socket.io\(^1\) since this implies cross-platform cross-device real-time bidirectional event-based communication. A Node.js server implementing socket.io was set up to serve web pages for authentication. Upon requesting a webpage, server side JavaScript is used to connect to this socket.io server. Gottox’ socket.io java client is used on the watch to connect to this same socket.io server, providing us with the opportunity to communicate. Input is recognized on the watch, and then sent to the server. The server retransmits this input to the client to provide the client with feedback about pressed keys. When the server recognizes a valid PIN number being entered, the client is notified, and the user can securely log in (as can be seen in Figure 3 and 4).

**Conclusions and Future Work**

In this paper, we introduced WatchMe, a smartwatch application that uses the smartwatch camera and image processing techniques to detect input provided by users drawing on everyday surfaces and objects. We feel there are interesting opportunities in using the smartwatch camera for providing input. Next to overcoming the difficulties in using touch interaction on small displays, this also opens up the possibility to use the smartwatch to annotate and augment real-world objects.

Results of a first informal study with the WatchMe app are promising. Even though it took participants some time to become familiar with the interactions (mostly due to the indirect viewing angle and the absence of feedback on the input canvas), participants found the app to have a gentle learning curve overall.

In the future, tracking could be further improved by filtering out reflections of the laser dots on reflective materials. We would also like to explore different combinations of the smartwatch display and camera (similar to the work of Cauchard [3]), as the current angle of about 90 degrees is not optimal for the proposed interactions. An additional limitation is the relatively high power consumption when using the camera.

Finally, we would like to perform a formal user study with our application to evaluate the effectiveness and intuitiveness of our interactions in different usage contexts, similar to the studies conducted by Rohs [14]. In addition, it could also be interesting to compare WatchMe with traditional smartwatch input techniques.
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